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I. INTRODUCTION

Lustre File Transfer Agent (FTA) performance is known
to underutilize the bandwidth of an Infiniband (IB) card on
a single physical node. The utility and viability of multiple
Lustre FTA Virtual Machines (VMs) for improved network
throughput on a single node was investigated. It is proposed
that having multiple VMs on a single node will help achieve
better usage of the IB card by allowing superior scaling of
parallel write and read streams, which exhibit limitations on
a single installation. The underlying IB card is partitioned
among the VMs, allowing each direct access, in a non-
competing manner, to the interface.

II. TESTING CONFIGURATION

The VMs communicate with the underlying IB interface us-
ing Single Root - I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV). SR-IOV allows
direct access to PCIe hardware over multiple virtual interfaces,
bypassing the hypervisor, leading to reduced latency and
improved performance while still letting multiple independent
VMs access the card. Kernel-based Virtual Machines (KVM)
was chosen as the hypervisor because of its ease of use,
popularity, and compatibility with the drivers needed for the
Mellanox ConnectX-3 IB card [3]. Each VM on top of the
KVM hypervisor was assigned 1 processing core, 4GB of
memory, a 20GB virtual drive, and 1 virtual function of the IB
card. The underlying host had a 12 core processor and 48 GB
of memory, limiting the number of VMs to 11 (+ management
OS) before they would need to compete for computing time
and memory, which would lead to undesirable performance
reductions.

A. Testing: IOR

The Interleaved or Random (IOR) filesystem I/O benchmark
[1] from Lawrence Livermore was used as the measurement
tool to quantify performance results. Portions of the NERSC
8/Trinity IOR test script [2] were utilized to perform N-N
testing on the Lustre filesystem. The test used 48GB files to
read and write per process; much greater than the 4GB of
memory per VM, thus negating caching effects. Due to of
time constraints only the POSIX N-N portion of the test was
performed.

Fig. 1. IOR Write Results for Varied Transfer Rates (Bytes) (Dashed Lines
Denote Native Performance)

Fig. 2. IOR Read Results for Varied Transfer Rates (Bytes) (Dashed Lines
Denote Native Performance)



III. RESULTS

Write throughput performance increases almost linearly
with increasing numbers of VMs. Figure 1 shows a saturation
at 10 VMs. A similar result is also observed in the IOR read
results in Figure 2. It’s important to observe that the transfer
rate becomes an important factor in the write bandwidth
achieved and also, to a lesser extent, the read bandwidth.
Higher transfer sizes lead to better throughputs; however, the
gains seen from increasing 10K to 100K byte transfer chucks
were much higher than those seen increasing 100K to 1M byte
transfer chunks.

IV. CONCLUSION

Write and read performances of up to 450% of native installs
were observed when using multiple FTA VMs on a single
host. It is seen that one can much better utilize the available
bandwidth on a high performance Infiniband network. VMs,
while showing improvements over native installs, may be more
heavy-weight than needed to achieve the gains. Lighter-weight
containers could possibly be used instead, along with SR-IOV,
to realize comparable improvements at a lower cost to the host.
Overall, these results lead us to conclude that this method of
provisioning file transfer agents on existing Lustre filesystems
(either in VMs or containers if opportune) should be further
explored for HPC production use.
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